Preface. In this paper we continue the investigations begun in McKeanTrubowitz [1976] of infinite-genus hyperelliptic Riemann surfaces S which are constructed from the spectrum of a Hill's operator. Let q be a real infinitely differentiable function of 0 < { < 1 of period 1. The Hill's operator is
Preface. In this paper we continue the investigations begun in McKeanTrubowitz [1976] of infinite-genus hyperelliptic Riemann surfaces S which are constructed from the spectrum of a Hill's operator. Let q be a real infinitely differentiable function of 0 < { < 1 of period 1. The Hill's operator is
. The periodic and antiperiodic eigenfunctions of Q determine an infinite spectrum X 0 < A, < X 2 < X 3 < A 4 < • • • Too of simple or double eigenvalues. S is formed by cutting two copies of the number sphere along the so-called intervals of instability marked off by such pairs of simple eigenvalues X 2n -i < ^2n
as ma y occur. S is a hyperelliptic surface of genus g ( < infinity) equal to the number of such pairs. The purpose of this paper is to develop some of the function theory of S in the case g = infinity with special attention to differentials of the first kind, the Jacobian variety, and the Riemann theta function. McKean-Trubowitz [1976] introduced a Hilbert space of differentials of the first kind closely connected with the interpolation of certain classes of entire functions, defined the Jacobi map for divisors in "real position", and constructed the "real part" of the Jacobian variety. The present paper studies more refined Hilbert spaces of differentials; one such space of particular importance is populated by differentials with precisely "2 X (g = infinity) -2" roots, just as in the classical case. The associated (infinite-dimensional) Jacobian variety and its theta function are also introduced. The basic properties of the latter include a variant of the Riemann vanishing theorem. A theta function formula of Baker [1897] and Its-Matveev [1975] is adapted to the present case and used to express the solution of the celebrated Korteweg-de Vries equation with periodic initial data. Along the way, we prove period relations, derive an infinitedimensional analogue of Jacobi's identity for the theta function, embed S in its Jacobian variety, and prove the easy half of Abel's theorem.
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1/2 d\ < oo. uniquely expressible as 2 n>ï x n A n with 2 W>1^«~2 < oo. 6 Now let o" = (^2/i-i > 0) (n > 1) and let p n = (/i^, ü(/0) (n > 1) be any sequence of points in "real position" on S, meaning that ^ E \k 2n -\> ^2/J-Th en the Abelian sum *(<>) = 2 n> i/o; <>//? ^A defines an element of ƒ* provided the paths of integration satisfy *2 n> \rn%n~2 < oo, m n being the number of full revolutions that the path from o n to p n makes about the circle on which it lies. The sums obtained in this way fill out all of 7 t . Now let L t c ƒ* be the lattice of periods *2 n> \m n A n with m n as above. Then P/Lj = $ is compact and in a very natural sense diffeomorphic to M, especially, the map q -» (p l9 p 2 > • • • ) ->y = (x modulo L 7 ) E 3 is 1:1. $ is the "real part" of the Jacobian variety for S; the nomenclature arises from the fact that the A -periods (5-periods) of a hyperelliptic surface with real branch points are real (purely imaginary), so that, for such a surface of genus g < oo, the full Jacobian variety C*/(periods) naturally breaks up into a "real part" R 8 /(A-periods) and an "imaginary part" R g /V -1 (5-periods). The same procedure can be applied to J and K: H n> \X n A n E Z the unit ball of K* contains infinitely many periods from L K . This is just as it should be: M s $ is compact while the unit ball of K* is not. See McKeanTrubowitz [1976: 213-218 ] for more about I*/L t and P/L/ 9 the quotient K^/L K is not treated fully there, but the necessary details are easily supplied.
General introduction.
In this paper we study the transcendental hyperelliptic Hill's surface S, introduce the associated theta function and establish some of its basic properties. An outline of our main results is given below.
Differentials. Let H be the Hubert space of all differentials d<b = (<£//?) d\ with
<(> entire and real on the line. In the finite genus case, apart from the reality condition, H is exactly the space of differentials of the first kind. In the present case, H is good for some purposes while / and K are better suited to others. It turns out that the most natural space of differentials is K + V -1 H ; this will be clarified below. We now summarize the facts concerning H which appear in § §3, 5 and 6. To begin with H c I x/1 and 
Finally, H has a natural basis l y OE K 9 (J > l) such that i4,-(ly) = l or 0 according as / = j or not, and (*»!/)*--2 V=T*,(*) (y>l).
The next topic, the subject of §4, is the roots of a differential of class /. In the case of finite genus g, a differential of the first kind has exactly 2 X g -2 roots. The same is true for differentials d$ of class J on S once you determine the order to which d$ vanishes at oo and can count infinite sets of points on S. At oo, the expansion
holds on "nice" circles centered at XQ of radius rfoo with |r -\| > 1 (i > 1 1 requires for its interpolation a point on every handle of S, e.g., A2/-1 0 ^ 1)> while a function j n joo-/!\joo-(/i+i) re q U j res on iy oo -n such points, i.e., any n, but no more, of the points A 2| _ 1 can be left out. We say that d$ has 200 -2m -2 finite roots on S if the 00 -m -1 projections suffice to interpolate j°°-m~l but not ƒ °°~m. Of course the projected roots can be multiple and need not be real so that the Lagrange-type interpolating sums introduced in §1 must be replaced by a more general prescription. There is only one natural way to do this, and it is spelled out in §4. With these preliminaries, a differential d$ of class J with a root of multiplicity 2m < 00 at 00 has 2 00 -2m -2 finite roots, i.e., 2oo -2 roots in all.
The roots of a differential of the first kind defined on a Hill's surface S constructed from a potential with double eigenvalues can be counted in almost the same way. There is one important modification: in the presence of double eigenvalues S has "fewer" handles, so the descending sequence of spaces l°°~n must be changed.
Let \, x , 1 < n < m < 00, be the double eigenvalues. Now, the nth space in the chain is by definition all entire functions <J > for which II^= 1 (1 -V\f) x <J > is in I °°-n . Functions <J > with (II^= 1 1 -V\T) X^in/^W 00 " 1 require one point on each handle of S for their interpolation, and so on. When all but 2g + 1 < 00 of the eigenvalues are double the modified I °° is the g-dimensional space of polynomials over C of degree g -1. This is just as it should be since the genus of S is now g. It seems that the appropriate I °° should be designated as the "genus" of S.
The last topic is differentials with infinitely hard roots at 00. In §4, we show that a differential #E^ona Hill's surface for a real analytic potential has a root of infinite order at 00 if and only if <£ is identically zero. This is not true in general: the statement is false for potentials which vanish on an interval. and in general, the nth local field \l n is a linear combination of Cj (0 < j < n) so construed. McKean-Trubowitz [1976: 196] proved that the local fields span the tangent space at any point of M if and only if the c"'s span K*, which is the same as to say that nontrivial functions $ E K with infinitely hard roots at oo do not exist. But if q E M vanishes on an interval so will all the V"#'s, and these cannot span the tangent space to M at q as the latter contains, e.g., comprising the exponentials exp 2TTV -1 n-x (n E Z g ). In the present case, the finite sums <f > = 2fl f l f fill out the lattice dual to L K> and the corresponding exponentials exp 2w V -1 x(<p>) comprise the dual group of the real torus 3 = K^/L K . Now, by analogy with the classical case, the theta function, CD, for the Hill's surface S is defined for z » x + V^ y 6^+ V^HT H t by the formula CD(Z) = 2 ^'W e-( "/ 2)//W , the summation being over the dual lattice described above. The fundamental estimate where E is any measurable subset of 3f. of JC W (^>) = ƒ{£ rfO (« > 1) is in À^, with the restriction on the winding numbers explained in §1. Now, following Riemann, we consider the function f(p) = o(x^ -*2 n> \X n ). ƒ is multivalued and analytic on S, changing by an exponential multiplicative factor when continued around a cycle. Thus, its zeros are well defined; moreover, it is not identically zero since ƒ(-oo) = o(-^2 n> \X n ) is positive. The vanishing theorem states that ƒ vanishes simply at p n (n > 1) and no place else, in perfect analogy to the classical theorem of Riemann. In §8, the present vanishing theorem is used to show that the map from points p on S to functionals JC^(<J>) = ƒ£ rf<& in K* + V-1 Ht, mod periods of that class, is an embedding of S into the full Jacobian variety, i.e., K* + V-1 H* mod periods of that class.
Now let x = 2 n> \X n = S n> i/5", as above. Then Baker's formula 12 adapted to infinite genus is
°--^x)
+ "?A 2*0)^ where the prime signifies differentiation in the direction 2c 0 G K\ corresponding to the infinitesimal translation V x q = q'. Its-Matveev [1975] discovered a simple way to invert the Jacobi map for finite genus Hill's surfaces using the theta-function. Their formula is derived from Baker's by one more differentiation. Let x G S and let q G M be its image under the exponential map. Then the infinite genus Its-Matveev formula is
In § §8 and 9, the vanishing theorem and Baker's formula are proven by approximating the surface 5 by finite genus hypereUiptic surfaces. If a good estimate of o at oo were available, this approximation would be unnecessary; see Remark 1, §8. Finally, in §10, we prove the easy half of Abel's theorem in this infinite genus context. 2 X area F rfarea -2V -1 X the product of the periods of the ^-function dp te 2 dp
F is the fundamental cell for the/?-function with real values e,, e 2 » *3 at half-periods; an extra factor 1/2 appears in line 3 because/? is of degree 2. Notice that the reality of e l9 e 2 , e 3 makes the complex period ofp pure imaginary; this is used in line 4 of the computation.
This evaluation is used to estimate the integral on the diagonal [i = j] and off the diagonal [i^j],
separately: on the diagonal, i =y, and with \ = a, ^2i-1 = b* ^2/ = c > ^e integral is seen to be comparable to 16 i f c dp f b dp i r a P
Off-diagonal, a simpler estimate prevails, the integral being comparable to 17 *b dp i log-
[min ( 
Roots of a differential of the first kind.
It is a fact of classical function theory that a differential of the first kind on a Riemann surface of finite genus g has precisely 2g -2 roots. The purpose of this article is to confirm this fact for differentials d$ of class / on a Hill's surface. Now the genus is infinite, so it is necessary to devise a mode of counting "2 X (g = infinity) -2" roots. It is also necessary to ascribe a multiplicity to the vanishing of d<!> at oo though there is no local coordinate, in the usual sense of the word, at this point. Be that as it may, it is natural to say that ^ can be interpolated off the roots of <j> if f(ip/<t>)(\ -ft)" 1 dp, = o{\) as rfoo nicely, i.e., via the radii of nice circles. [\Q, r], let B be its boundary, regarding the cut as having two banks, and let C be just the circle. 
2(° d$+j: Afc) < L(r) 9
which is obtained by integration about the boundary of the region depicted in Figure 4 , the cuts being regarded as 2-banked, as for Figure 3 . ™E is the space of points x =* (JC,, x 2 ,... ) with \x\ 2 = 2* 2 < oo.
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The sums have to be interpreted with caution, e.g. the relevant quadratic form is Q itself, and by Amplification 3, the diameter of the factor space is underestimated by a multiple of max min £ k*0A)(*» -n,) 2 > j £ logOA).
The proof is finished. AMPLIFICATION 6. H/L H was injected into S i 11 Amplification 5; it is conjectured that it is the same as $ if it is compact, e.g., if sp Q ~! < oo. To prove this, it would be helpful if the functional JC(<J>) = 2 /> i/S; d<b could be extended from K to H for £, (/ > 1) in real position on S. The appraisal It < ae~b i3/2 suffices, and possibly even /, < ae~b i 9 but it is unclear how to do it in any generality. 
and let z # * z(l,) (i > 1); in this language, o takes the more recognizable form
The purpose of this article is to prove that the summation makes sense and to derive for future use the most elementary properties of o . x(<f>) = Sx,/*, with x t = x(l t ) and n ( = A t {<^\ so x(<f>) is bounded by a multiple of 2/fy 2 for some q < oo. Thus, the sum in question is bounded ; it is required to prove that this cannot happen. The distributions dP l/2 and dP[f 2 -©1/2C*) àx associated with 2~1 /2 JC should now be introduced, but the extra notation is burdensome, and it is simpler to finish the proof under the assumption that CD, itself, vanishes on an open set: the argument is just the same. Now under the translation x-> x + y with y E H*, dP(x) transforms by the factor 38 ^«xW-i'/Wly), i. e# , dP(x +y)/dP(x) 9 evaluated at x = JC' is given by e^M-i"/ 2 ) 1 *^ x (y) being the Gaussian quantity 2*^ with^ = A t (y) (1 > 1) ; the latter makes sense because
2mE\
--V=T S yiQijyj < H[y] < 00.
ij<d Let F' be the field of events concerning x which are insensitive to integral translations, i.e., the smallest field over which x' is measurable. Then, by the previous remarks, dP\x + y)/dP(x), evaluated at x = x\ is given by in which E is the inverse image of the measurable set £'c^ relative to the mapx -» x' of R°° into 3. AMPLIFICATION 3. An improvement upon Lemma 1 is required below. This states that, for x E K\y E H\ and \n\ = 2|w,|, \n\>m PROOF. Letj>, = A t {y) (i > 1). Then the sum in question is over-estimated, just as in Lemma 1, by the product of e^H [y] and 2 39 for surfaces of finite genus could have been followed if a good appraisal of ƒ (p) in the vicinity of p = oo had been available; as it is, the easiest way is to approximate © by theta-functions of such surfaces and to make gfoo.
PROOF. Fix the genus g = 1,2,..., let R (X) be replaced by **(A) =V-n?io(A-\>-4g (g!)" 4 » the numerical factor being introduced to make R g tend to R as gîoo, and let S g9 H g9 and @ g be defined in analogy to the case g = oo. Let p t (/ > 1) be fixed in real position on S 9 let paths from o, to p t be chosen there, as for the Jacobi map, not winding more than once about their respective circles, and let ƒ*J: (/ = 1,..., g) signify integration along the same paths on S g . Let p = ( jut, R ( /*)) be a general point of S and let the same letter denote the point (jit, Rg(fi)) of S g determined by ascribing to R g the same signature as to R. Note that this is stable for gjoo, locally in p 9 i.e., if p is confined to a compact piece of S and if g is sufficiently large, then the signature depends upon p but not upon g. Let a path from oo. to p be fixed on S and let ƒ£, signify integration along the same path on S g9 assuming that g is large enough for this to be possible. Now introduce the functional x g = ƒ£, -2f»i/S; acting upon the general differential of the first kind for S g . This represents a point of the Jacobian variety $ g of S g9 and, in this language, the classical vanishing with a constant c s depending upon D but not upon g, the upshot being <<Ao,0). Step 2. /(-pj) w single-valued on S. • -,y^rp_£W_.,x + 7 y^rr-ƒ<*> ,A-... t>,(*)-2 2;P*</*-2/4/(*)-
J *o V4 -
The evaluation follows at once.
Step 3. f (Pi) has no pole at p x = oo; in fact, f'(p x ) vanishes identically. , g ). 46 Baker's formula for finite genus asserts the vanishing of the prime designating differentiation in the t?f-direction. Let d^t g be the normalized differential of the second kind (A* /2)R~l d\.
^W-X'-Sf-i^CXWiX).
Step 1 is performed as for infinite genus.
Step 2 is also the same, except for the proof of the imaginary periodicity. This requires LEMMA 3. To carry Baker's formula over to infinite genus, it is necessary to reintroduce the normalizing factor ?r 4g (g!)~4 into R 2 and to compensate by the factor tf~2 g (g!)~2 in A^.
LEMMA 4. Let A^ be so renormalized. Then it is possible to make g|oo in such a way that A^ converges to A' locally uniformly. These examples suggest that the Riemann-Roch theorem still has much to say. Doubtless, it is always correct, properly construed, and it is natural to hope that this construction will make itself apparent upon reconsidering the proof, giving the geometrical facts underlying the dimension counts precedence over the mere numerical dimensions.
